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Editor’s Letter

Welcome

Meet the team

Sean, Alyssia, Josh and Andy met at university while all studying Bachelor of Journalism degrees. They bonded over the
disappointment of MX being discontinued and collaborated to
provide a new and improved replacement.

You can get your real news from the newspaper,
get ready for something different

Welcome to the first edition of
Project Lemon
Enjoying the trip, fellow travellers?

Sean

Sean loves you-tubing hilarious videos as his laugh echoes through the room and
he is often referred to as the “joker” in the office. He also spends his time managing
multimedia at the Bentleigh Greens football club, interning at Melbourne City or hitting on clients at Optus.

T

hank you for purchasing the first edition of

use the gym. Who knows, you might just be one of

Project Lemon. This magazine will zest up your

the annoyances other gym goers have to put up with,

day every week so your daily commute to work

if not, chances are you know someone and now have

or school will suck less. Using public transport can be an

ammunition to pick on their “routine”.

enormous pain, especially since Melbourne, one of the

Alyssia

Self confessed coffee and green tea addict. Some days she eats salads and goes to
the gym, other days she eats 20 big-macs and drinks margaritas. When she’s not
writing for Project Lemon, she’s reporting on the tennis all around the world or
engaging in amateur TV and radio presenting on Channel 31.

Josh

Josh is a lover of reddit, the Onion and anything similar. Could spend hours scrolling
through satirical humour on the internet. When he is not in the office, you can find
him reporting on the F1 and taking spontaneous trips to Singapore, reading or dealing with difficult customers at Big W.

Andy

Thought Flinders Street was cool? We actually did

most advanced cities in the world, can’t get a simple tap-

the research to prove why Bourke Street is better served

and-go system to work properly. You would think by 2015

as Melbourne’s number one street. And while you’re

we should be able to enjoy a hassle free transportation

taking our solid advice by having a walk through Bourke

from point A to point B, but the high delay rate of Metro

Street Mall, open up your Tinder and set the radius to the

also throws a spanner in what should be a smooth

minimal amount of distance, because seriously, Bourke

operation.

Street is pretty cool. Just make sure your “about me” is

But I digress. Our dry take on current nonimportant events interspersed with satirical stories that

pretty funny, if not we’ve got some tips to transform your
sour one-liner into a fruity phrase.

will have you swearing they are stolen from The Onion, will
make your tedious journey mildly satisfactory.

For the university students who enjoy a quiet
drink or maybe a bit more, we compare Australian

To the man with the chiselled torso and sculpted

University culture against American Colleges which may

triceps: make sure you read our guide of how to properly

help you decide where your future travel plans are. Enjoy

When Andy is not flying around the world, you can find him at his desk writing
about his travel experiences. He also lived on res at university, which has provided
for many stories - some publishable and some not so much.

EDITORs: Josh Kruse, Sean Ellicott, Alyssia Varricchio, Andy Rosos
PUBLISHER: Bauer Media
Chief Executive Officer: David Goodchild

Josh Kruse, editor.
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For all subscription sales and inquiries,
VISIT: projectlemon.com.au
EMAIL: info@projectlemon.com.au
PHONE: 136116 between 8AM and 6PM (AEST) Monday - Friday
MAIL: Project Lemon, GPO Box 5254 Melbourne, Vic 2895
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Picture: Crosswalk.com

Give Nick the flick 1

. Terrible on court

behaviour

He swears, he abuses and he
throws his racquet. He even infamously
sledges dual Grand Slam champions. He has been

accused of “tanking” and he suffers from dips in concentration resulting in terrible shot selection.
ESPN commentators rave about his entertainment and
the excitement he brings and then lament his poor shot selection. It’s like you’re on a rollercoaster, but the sick feeling you get

2

overrides the thrill.

“Life is unfair”

Picture: Sydney Morning Herald
(above), The Glow (below)

. Even the crowd gets

abused

Somehow Kyrgios’ inability to get
his first serve in is suddenly your
fault. Did you hear that? It’s YOUR
entire fault.

Yes that’s you, the innocent person in seat 2A that
instantly regrets buying your ticket so close to the action. The
parents instantly regret taking their family out to watch this

Remember this? Hair inspo

foul-mouthed youngster with hair that resembles Neapolitan ice

3
cream.

The controversial Australian tennis player is renowned for his on-court
antics and unruly behaviour. Here’s three reasons why you should
give him the flick.

Yes that’s you, the innocent person
indoubt
seat 2A
that instantly
regrets
here is no
everybody
in the
21st buying
your
ticket
so
close
to
the
action.
Okay,
I
admit
he’s
had
the
occasional
century has heard the name Nick Kyrgios
The
parents
instantly
regret
upset
against
former
World
No. taking
1for
play- for good
or
for bad
reasons
(mainly
their
family
out
to
watch
this
foulers: Rafael Nadal (Wimbledon 2014) and
bad). If you haven’t, then you must have been living
mouthed
with hair
that
Roger
Federeryoungster
(Madrid 2015).
		
under a rock, and Project Lemon congratulate you
resembles
Neapolitan
cream.
Don’t
get me wrong,
it wasice
great
for
on your dedication to avoid
the world.
Somehow
Kyrgios’sport.
inability
him and great
for
Australian
Butto
The controversial
Australian
tennis
player
istoo
get his
first
serve
in is suddenly
Kyrgios
lacks
the
consistency
and allyour
renowned for
hisfault.
on-court
antics
and
unruly
behavDid you
hear
that?
It’sfrustrated.
YOUR
often
he leaves
you
angry
and
iour. Yet up until
recently,
I found
myself stress
fighting
entire
fault.
Nobody
needs
that added
to aruin
their day.push, luring me to watch all of
strange gravitational
his matches.Kyrgios has never won an ATP title, or
beyond
quarterfinal
a Grand
That reached
was, of course,
upauntil
I realisedat
that
Slam. In fact, on average he loses almost
there are better things to do with my time, instead
45 per cent of his matches. That means
of watching a frustrated 20-year-old smack a yellow
that after you wasted your precious
tennis ball across a net for up to three hours, while
hours watching him, only 55 per cent of
listening to the
thewill
all be
tooleft
regular
audible
theecho
timeof
you
satisfied
(and
obscenity. even then you’re still recovering from the
Sell abuse
your tennis
ticket, turn
offworth
yourthe
you witnessed).
It’s not
pain
or the
risk.change your chanTV, or at the
very
least
nel. Give Nick the flick. You’ll thank me later.

T

Pictures: Tennis.com.au (above), New York Times (below)
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. He loses more than he

wins

It’s not worth the pain or the risk.
Okay, I admit he’s had the occasional upset against
former World No. 1 players: Rafael Nadal (Wimbledon

“Think of the productive things
you could be doing instead.”

2014) and
Roger Federer

(Madrid 2015). Don’t get me wrong, it was great for him and
great for Australian sport. But Kyrgios lacks the consistency and
all too often he leaves you angry and frustrated. Nobody needs
that added stress to ruin their day.
Kyrgios has never won an ATP title, or reached beyond a
quarterfinal at a Grand Slam. In fact, on average he loses almost
45 per cent of his matches. That means that after you wasted

“Woah, do you even know
Picture: The Telegraph (above),
who I am?”
Herald Sun (below)

your precious hours watching him, only 55 per cent of the time
you will be left satisfied (and even then you’re still recovering
from the abuse you witnessed).
There are only 24 hours in a day. Kyrgios’ average match
goes for between 2-3 hours. According to the National Sleep
foundation, teenagers and adults need, on average, between 7-9
hours of sleep per night. That leaves you with 15 hours, at least
three of which will be spent eating. Enjoy the other 12 hours
stress-free and without this unnecessary frustration. “Think of the
productive things you could be doing instead.”

5

“Dreaming of other ways to
spend my time”

https://www.google.com.au/search?q=bring+him+home+matt+damon&es_sm=119&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0CAgQ_AUoAmoVChMIoLfovPzGyAIVRdu
mCh1EJgFW&biw=1286&bih=619#imgrc=7ldt_d69jIjQnM%3A

21st Century Advice

How to not be lame

Andy Rosos investigates

A

s much as I hate to admit it (especially to my

And, are there things that I never learnt how to do properly

male friends), I lived my childhood with a silver

because they were in a sense, ‘too supportive’, maybe I should

spoon firmly implanted in my mouth.

have been left to fend for myself a little bit more?

I’m not saying my family was exceptionally wealthy, we

I know, I definitely realise how conceited that sounds,

weren’t, my mother was a nurse, and my father a train driver.

blaming my parents for being too supportive.

We were the prototypical middle class family living

I’m in my early twenties now, I just moved out into

in Australia. My parents never failed to provide me with

a house with friends for the first time and there are so many

whatever I needed, and most of the time, whatever I wanted.

things I’m only learning right now, things that I’m not sure I
should have learnt a long time ago, but I was too scared to ask,

I love my parents immeasurably and owe them

for fear of ridicule.

my life, because without their support, I feel like I would be
face down in a gutter somewhere right now, not typing this

So here are five rules that I have learnt to abide by

paragraph on the Mac Pro they bought for me.

(mostly by watching people makes fools of themselves as they
break them).

However, sometimes I think, are my parents the

1

. Don’t update your status…

most uncool people on the planet? Everyone complains

Just don’t. Unless your friends with your mum on face-

about their parents being uncool, but seriously, there are so
many things that they didn’t tell me about how to be a good

book, no one cares, seriously, no one, not even your best

person, and most importantly, how to be cool!

friend. I feel like I cannot stress that enough.
Exceptions to the rule are major life events, engage-

I mean, surely they lived a teenage hood as well,

ments, babies etc.

they know what’s hip and what’s not? Don’t they?

2

. Don’t take photos with your iPad.

Or was it simply just because they lived in a

You look like an idiot, and if you’re at a show or some

completely different era, and everything that was cool when

place where its dark, it lights up your stupid face and then

they were teens now epitomizes the definition of lame, its

you look like an even bigger idiot.

just too hard to tell, that or I cant be bothered finding out.

3

. Don’t eat someone elses food without their per-

Picture: Crosswalk.com

mission.

Coming from someone that values food above any other

4

. Don’t try to run with a backpack on.
Again, you look like an idiot, it just doesn’t

work like that.

5

. DO NOT bring a guitar, or any musical
instrument for that matter, to a party

I don’t care who you are, if you whip a guitar
out at a party I’m at and start singing, that
guitar will be destroyed on your skull.

8
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“F*ck Off,
We’re Full”
Melbourne’s Museum of Immigration closes its doors
writes Sean Ellicott

I

t appears as though
Melbourne’s museum of
immigration has inherently
perplexed itself inline with
the Abbott Government’s
Immigration and Border
Protection policy.
Project Lemon learnt
that on the eve of the museum’s
announcement to launch an
exhibition paying tribute to “Boat
People”, the premises – in turn –
does not have the required amount
of floor space available.
Scheduled maintenance
work has seen the building located
on Flinders Street involuntarily
restrict its capacity, forcing
significant artefacts and models to
be extradited to off-centre holding
facilities.
Speaking in Canberra,
Prime Minister Abbott lauded the
decision made by the museum’s
staff. “We can’t have these ‘boat
people’ exhibits jumping the
queue,” Mr Abbott said.” Footage
has surfaced of an irritated museum
staff member initiating scathing
attacks when work commenced on
clearing room for ‘The Boat People’
exhibition.

Picture: Melbourne’s Immigration Museum fenced off - The Daily Mail

Later identified as a museum
cleaner, the man can be heard
shouting, “F*ck off, we’re full” at
couriers and floor planners. Those
wishing to visit the exhibition were
informed that there would be a
long waiting list in order to
deter hundreds of people pouring

through the museum’s doors.
According to the Australian
Minister for Immigration and Border
Protection, the Hon. Peter Dutton
MP – who will be present for the
rescheduled launch later in the year
– said those desiring to enter the
venue will be placed in a queue and
assessed on an off-site facility where
food and beverages will be provided.
“It creates a bit of unrest
when you have all these people
wanting to come into the museum at
once,” Mr Dutton said. “We only have
limited staff available at the door
and with such a popular exhibit, we
want to ensure nobody is illegally
entering the premises,”
he added.
A revised solution for
the fiasco has seen the
launch date pushed
back to late November,
despite
the protests
of the
‘White
Australia
Policy
exhibition’
staff, who
remain
adamant that
they have
their floor
space
booked
until
January 2016.

Picture: Prime Minister Tony Abbott
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starter. But above all, it proved that
then they are not [for me].”
they had in fact read my bio.
But Melanie Farston, a counseNow this is by no way suggest- lor at LifeWorks Relationships, warns:
ing that we should all set pro“It’s easier [for today’s generation] to
Tinder was
vocative statements as our bio in “meet up” with other people without
However, there are
a bid to create unwanted attenas much effort as the older generation
first launched
some dangers with
tion.
used to put in. “The younger generain 2012
Stephen* warning
But the reality is, according to
tion have grown up with technology
that a bio can also be
Digital Marketing Stats Online, an
and instant access to the internet and
estimated 50 million people use Tinder information,” Farston said.
the tipping point to turning
on a daily basis. Tinder also processes
“[But] people
him off a potential match and swiping
more
than
one
billion
“swipes”
per
day,
can make
left.”
producing
more
than
twelve
million
themMore than
“Some bios can turn me off
matches a day.
selves
them when I’m trying to make up my
42% of Tinder
In reality terms, this means that
out to be
mind. Either they [come across as] too
users are already
there is no locking eyes at the bar, or
whoever
confident and ‘up themselves’, or they
general conversation at the local superthey want
married
are trying too hard to be funny.”
market. No, in reality terms, that same
to be online
I decided to test out this theory guy that just “matched” or “expressed
when it is not
myself and I conducted my own little
an interest” in you at the club, just hit
necessarily an accurate reflection of
experiment. I changed my Tinder bio
on your best friend as well and also the who they really are. It can be quite
to something suggestive – not in the
girl standing next to her at the club, as
dangerous.”
way that you might think – and simply
well the girl standing next to her and
If you do meet up with somestated: “What if I told
“I’ve currently gone for in fact at least 20 other one, it is always good to have a solid
you that Finland didn’t
women in the duration conversation with them first, which is
the Zoolander quote. I of about half an hour.
exist? Swipe right to
even more of a reason to have a great
think
a
lot
of
people
think
find out why.”
The same goes
bio. Make sure you trust your instincts
that movie is funny.”
Within half an
for girls. They have just and always meet in a public place. It’s
hour of frantic swiping
expressed an interest
also good to take a friend with you and
right and countless matches, I was get- in not only you, but also every single
perhaps suggest a “double date.”
ting several accompanying messages
one of your football teammates and
There is no doubt that a good,
asking: “Why Finland did not exist?”
their brothers, all with the swipe of a
honest bio can lead to something a
I was also getting ‘boys’ sending me
finger.
little bit more creative than the generic
their numbers asking me to text them
So how do you stand out from
“Netflix and chill” and who knows, you
“why Finland didn’t exist.”
the crowd? How do you make sure that just might end up in a loved-up Tinder
It’s fair to say they most likely
you’re the one that your “prospective
relationship at the end of it all.
did not care about the state of Finland
match” approaches, or starts a converMen swipe “like” on a womas much as they did about getting into sation with?
an’s profile on average 46% of
my pants but it did provide them with
The answer is simple; it’s your
an easy pick-up line and conversation
bio. Yes you look great in your prothe time.
file picture in that new top you just
bought, but “Sara” or “Daniel” also has
- Women swipe “like” on a man’s
that top and they are only 3km away.
Furthermore, it doesn’t matter
profile on average only 14% of the
if you use Tinder as a way to “express
time.
hook-up” or if you are in it for the “real
deal”, either way the conversation still
- Women will swipe right more
needs to start somewhere.
often when a male has a “
What better way to alert the
clever” bio.
person about your interests, than in
your bio? Or perhaps let them know
that you’re a comedian and type out
- 78% of men admit to reading
something funny like Jonathon*.
the girls bio . But this may be after
“I’ve currently gone for the
they have already matched
Zoolander quote, because I think a lot
of people think that movie is funny and
there are also a lot of other quotes so
-Most people spend an averit’s a easy conversation starter,” Jonaage of one and a half hours on
thon explained. “Plus if a chick doesn’t
Tinder during one session
like Zoolander or they haven’t seen it,
>> their bio to think of something
clever to start the
conversation with
them.”

Is your lack of a Tinder bio holding you back?
As more and more people use the dating app, Alyssia Varricchio
discusses how important a Tinder bio can actually be for “success”.

I

t’s the all too familiar situation.
You find someone you’re
genuinely attracted to. You swipe
right; they swipe right. It’s a
perfect match. You’re obviously
made for each other and you
can now enjoy a blossoming
relationship. Right? Wrong.
Everybody knows that is not how
Tinder works, at least not the majority
of the time anyway.
In an article for Vanity Fair,
journalist Nancy Jo Sales simply
described Tinder as “easy access
to instant hook-ups” because of its
reliance on people’s pictures and looks
first and foremost before anything

else.

Women surveyed were inclined to
So does anyone actually read
swipe right more often when a “match”
the Tinder biography on “potential
has a “clever” bio, while males used the
matches” profiles?
bio line as a topic for a conversation
Well according to a thread
starter.
on Reddit (and a survey of some of
“I have a quick look at their bio.
my single friends), the majority of the
Most of the time I have already made
population, both males and females,
up my mind as to whether I will swipe
do in fact read
left or right, but I don’t
the bio. In
“If they have a funny bio always talk to everyone
fact not only
that I match with,”
I
am
more
likely
to
start
a
do people
Stephen* explains.
conversation with them.”
read it, but a
“If they have a funny
good bio can
bio or one that stands
help to improve your overall success
out then I am more likely to start a
on Tinder, whether that “success” be
conversation with them, rather than
classified as more matches and more
one of my other matches.
to choose from or a higher quality
Jonathan* agreed: “If I am
conversation.
already keen on them, then I use >>
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Pictures: Courtesy of Tinder
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Universities vs

College

Andy Rosos takes a closer look into
the differences, and the similarities
between universities here in
Australia, and the American college
system.

I

’m a sucker for teen movies. The
American Pie franchise was pretty much
my bible growing up (funny, those
cheeky kids actually had their own bible,
but we won’t get into that). But now, as
an older and wiser brain at the mature
age of 23, whenever I re-watch these teen
films, I just can’t allow myself to believe
any of it. I find myself thinking ‘surely the
American high school and college system
can’t be that fun’, do these kids ever
study? Or just party 24/7?
The frat parties, the kegs, the red
cups, the sorority girls, the roommates, the
elaborate pranks… Movies make U.S high
school and college seem like teenage social
nirvana.
This is why I think it’s time we put
some things into perspective in case any
of you Australian University students are
thinking about doing a semester abroad.
With my extensive experience in U.S
college life (total, zero years) I feel like I am
definitely qualified to be writing on this
topic… Not… that’s why I have enlisted the
help of Taylah and Hayden, two students
who have both lived on college here in
Australia and completed exchanges in
America!

16

14

Here are 10 cultural differences that
Taylah and Hayden implore on any potential
exchange students, and obviously, by
cultural differences, they really mean ‘whats
the social life like over here’:

“I have never seen anything like it, everyone here is
so proud about their college, we constantly have pep
rallies and things like that where everyone just gets
behind the school!

1

. Drinking in the U.S is MUCH
harder - Taylah: “I’m lucky because

I am already 22, and in my 3rd year of
Uni. But with the drinking age over
here being 21 instead of 18, a lot of
the drinking on at university is done in
secrecy! But don’t worry, because the
majority of students are underage, the
action occurs away from the bars and
nightclubs, mostly house parties or
crowded dorm room drinking sessions!”

2

. Frat parties definitely exist Hayden: “Frat parties are really

something else, back in Australia at a
house party, you have to bring your own
drinks, even then people are sort of torn
between staying or heading out… Here,
people stay the whole night, because no
one is of age, and the frats really go all
out, themes, costumes, decorations, and
THEY SUPPLY THE ALCOHOL.”

4

. It can be mandatory to have a food
plan – Hayden: “For first years especially

(or exchange students) some colleges make it
compulsory to pay for a food plan, its probably a
pretty good idea, especially when you first rock up
to college, you don’t want to have to be worrying
about what you’re going to have to cook for
dinner tonight. App state has a massive selection
of restaurants and cafes, and you can use your
meal plan card at any of them!

5

. The food, however, is not fantastic –
Hayden: “Everything here has either added

sweetener or cheese, its really quite unhealthy,
even the fresh cut fruit has added syrup with it, its
disgustingly sweet. Tonight the only vegetable on
the menu was broccoli, but it was smothered in
cheese”

3

. Roommates are amazing/awful
– Taylah: “Having a roommate is

huge and took me a while to get used to,
having to be quiet when getting home
from a night out, or being woken up
when your roommate is getting ready for
class is tough, but the social aspect of it is
definitely a bonus, you’re never alone!

“...the frats really go all
out, and they supply
the alcohol!!”
Pictures: Full beer keg - Pinterest (left), College students partying - The Daily touch (right)
15
17

6

. There is much more flexibility in
class selection here – Taylah: “Back in

Picture: University party - Collegefill.com
Australia, we are given a lot of core classes with
maybe only one or two electives per semester, here,
you are given the option to focus in on more specific
classes. This also allows you to schedule your time
table to give you that Monday or Friday off for a
cheeky long weekend”

7

. Americans have wayyyy more extra
curricular activities – Hayden: “This is

a massive change for me, back in Australia, the
majority of your extra curricular activities are done
outside of university, whether it be sporting clubs,
music etc. Here in the U.S the college has a club for
anything, and when I say anything I mean literally
anything”

8

. Americans take their sport very
seriously, especially football! – Taylah:

“if you are living on a college in America, chances
are they will be nuts about their football team.
Every home game, you get up nice and early and
participate in a tradition called ‘tailgating’. It’s
pretty much just a big party on a piece of grass
somewhere on the campus and a chance to get
drunk before everyone heads to the football game,
its super fun”

10

9

. College Traditions are the best –
Hayden: “There are so many cool college

traditions here, every uni has them, some are a
bit weird, some are a bit raunchy, but all of them
are so fun. One tradition that we have here at
Mountaineer College at App State is the naked
bike ride, these days underwear is acceptable but
anyone who goes all out deserves a pat on the
back!”

. School Pride! – Taylah: “I have never seen

anything like it, everyone here is so proud about their
college, we constantly have pep rallies and things like
that where everyone just gets behind the school! And
every football game is attended by 50% past students. It’s
definitely engrained in the culture that once you graduate
you’re still very much a part of the school and everyone is
proud of that!”
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How to Gym

you can lift heavy doesn’t mean you should throw the weights

Picture: Jadafitness

around the room to make sure everyone saw you curl those
30kg dumbbells. Once you’re done with your weights, always
put them back where they came from.

Picture: Bourke St Mall Myer store

There is no quicker way to anger other people in the
gym than to leave your weights on a machine or leaving your
free weights on the floor once you’re done using them, well,
maybe not wiping your sweat off a machine will do it.
Louise is a frequent member of the Essendon gym we went
to for this feature, and having only just gotten into the gym a
year ago, she remembers all too clearly the uncomfortable and
awkward feeling of going to use a machine with weights on it,
not knowing if it was still in use.
“It was something that was very hard to push through
at first,” she said.
Take the mirror magnet a step further and you have the selfie

“I would walk over to use the chest press which still

snappers. “We’re quite lucky we don’t have people that come

had some weight plates on it, and in the back of my mind I

into this gym that take selfies in front of the mirror or with

would always think that someone would come up to me and

friends,” Kerry said.
“On my days off I go to other gyms
that are more mainstream and well known,

Thinking of starting the gym? Read Josh Kruse’s guide before you go so
you don’t become “that guy” whilst working out.

A

ttending a health club or gymnasium has

here, is they try to lift heavier than what they’re capable

been a popular tradition for many people

of,” Kerry says. “We call it ego lifting, and it’s not just the

worldwide for decades. Some fluctuate in

newbies who are guilty of this. People want others to

and out while others commit their entire

know how strong they are and end up having awful lifting

day and week around a rigorous gym and diet routine.

techniques which eventually leads to some sort of injury, if
not the other result is the just don’t get any results.”

While many health professionals and your friend Zach -

Now we’ve gotten the guys out of the way early,

who just became a personal trainer - will tell you that any

surely women can’t be guilty of something as silly as ‘ego

exercise is good exercise, there are dos and don’ts for any-

lifting’ right? Wrong. According to Kerry, women in the

one training in gym.
We’ll start off with the
things to avoid, as you
can embarrass yourself

“spending considerable amounts of
time in front of the mirror to check
their progress”

and get on other peo-

gym have a parallel embarrassing trait
which, if we’re honest, isn’t exclusively
just women who are the culprits.
The mirror magnet. These are
the gym-goers whose workout consist

ple’s nerves if you don’t stick to basic training etiquette.

of lifting weights and running on the treadmill, inter-

To help get an insiders perspective on gym mem-

spersed with spending considerable amounts of time in

bers, we spoke with personal trainer Kerry Greenfield, who

front of the mirror to check their progress. As mentioned

has been working in the industry for over five years.

before it’s not solely just women who do this, you will find

“One of the main things people do straight away when

men with big egos either throwing glances towards the

they join a gym, and I’m speaking mainly about guys

mirror, or making it blatantly obvious.
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and it’s definitely a different atmosphere.

say they were still using it. For someone

“For someone who was
still new to the gym it was
pretty daunting.”

People are so focused on what they look

who was still new to the gym it was pretty
daunting.”
Not only can leaving weights loaded
on machines be intimidating, it can cause

like, and you can see them glancing around judging others by

injury for people who aren’t strong enough to remove them

what they’re wearing, or even what they look like. It’s at these

and show a lack of respect towards other members as well as

types of gyms where you will find the people who take selfies in

the gym.

front of the mirror and even spend way too much time on their
phone while using a piece of equipment.”
This brings us into one of the biggest problems gymgoers face every time they step foot into a gym: equipment

These guidelines aren’t complex, they’re simply a prerequisite for anyone who is a seasoned regular or a rookie when
it comes to working out in the gym. Follow these and you will
fit right in the next time you work out.

hogs.
Out of the 50 people we asked in an Essendon gym “what their
biggest pet peeve was when it came to people at the gym,” 21
members said that people hogging equipment was their pet
peeve. Another 12 members said that they hated people who
used their phones during a workout. Combine the two, because
people who have their eyes glued to their phones are usually
sitting on a bench or a machine, and that makes up for more
than half of the survey. If you need to check your phone during
a workout, don’t. And if you really, really need to, make sure
you’re not taking up space that could be used by someone else.
You would think our last negative tip comes as common knowledge to people and we wouldn’t have to talk about
it. Unfortunately, we do, because this occurs in every single
gym around the globe. Respect the equipment. Just because

Pictures: Justin Beiber’s Instagram account (top), Man lifing weighs - Pinterest (bottom right)
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BUSTLING BOURKE
Sean Ellicott takes a look at a Melbourne icon

MELBOURNE’S ‘SECOND STREET’

T

Ahead of the 2006 Commonwealth Games,

he phrase ‘busier than Bourke Street’

the Mall underwent a ‘modernization’, which saw the

was not conceived by mere coincidence.

refreshment of its walkways and tramlines.

No, from its humble dusty beginnings in

Aligned to the Melbourne Central precinct and

the 19th century, Melbourne’s infamous

Bourke Street has sealed itself as one of the city’s

Emporium, tourists and shoppers a like flock to the strip

hotspots.

to seek out the latest in designer fashions.
Buskers ply their trade across ‘The Mall’, often

Filled with the rich aroma of Melbourne’s finest
cafes, surrounded by the ambient backdrop of buskers

attracting modest crowds to their humble sets. Ori

plying their trade throughout the Mall, Bourke Street

Sahar’s delicate voice is one of those that you can hear

has encapsulated the distinctive Melbourne lifestyle.

filtering through Bourke Street. The 20-year-old Israeli
said she fell in-love with Bourke shortly after arriving

Named after former New South Wales Governor

to Australia, recognising it as one of the city’s premier

Sir Richard Bourke, the 2km stretch was devised in 1839

destinations.

as part of the original plans of Melbourne’s CBD. Before

“It’s like one of the best places you’ll go to

it was paved in the early 1900’s, the traditional horse
and carriage lifestyle ran right through the heart of

across any city. I love the buskers, the food is wonderful

Bourke, stretching from Docklands to Spring Street.

and I find the people some of the best you’ll come
across,” Sahar said.

Picture: Bourke St Mall Myer store - Melbournedaily

Working on Cause Way, an arterial of Bourke

Throughout the mid-20th century, Bourke
Street was renowned as Melbourne’s entertainment
hub, lined with theatres, cinemas and busy shoppers.
Cable cars made their way along connective services,
which laid host to the legendary heritage, listed W-Class
trams.
Plans then commenced in the 1960s to convert
Bourke Street into a mall. An ambitious scheme saw the
street devised into two stories – one for commuters and
the other for traffic – but fell through due to its complex
development.
However after the original blueprints were
scrapped, architects Robin Boyd and Frederick Romberg
revisited their designs, scaling down the project to a
shared pedestrian and grade level tramline – the only
such mall to allow vehicles.
Their Royal Highness Prince Charles and Lady
Diana fittingly opened Bourke Street Mall in 1983,

Pictures: Tash Sultana (top) - youtube.com, Myers’
Christmas windows (below) - melbournedaily

propelling it as the country’s most famous laneway.
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“Every city
around the
world has at
least one street
that defines
what that city
is, and Bourke
Street defines
what is uniquely
‘Melbourne,”
Busker Ori
Sahar.

Street Mall, Sahar heralded Bourke Street as like a home
away from home.
“I’m here all the time,” she said. “Between work
and performing there’s nowhere else you’d find me. I’ve
made so many friends playing at different parts of the
day and night and sometimes during my break at work I
go and strum the guitar.” “
Every city around the world has at least one
street that defines what that city is, and Bourke Street
defines what is uniquely Melbourne. “I love Bourke
Street,” she added.
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Picture: Bourke St Mall at dusk - Trip Advisor

- Bourke Street Mall was
original devised as a
multistorey shopping strip. The
upper level was designed for
shoppers only while at ground
level, trams and vehicles would
pass by.

Ripe with nostalgia, Bourke
Street also plays host to its traditional
landscape. The Myers building, which
comes alive in December thanks to its
Christmas window display, maintains
it’s annual tradition.
The building itself, alongside

- Their Royal Highness, Prince
Charles and Lady Diana
officially opened Bourke Street
Mall in 1983

the adjacent David Jones resembles its
early 19th century beginnings. The old
General Post Office building located
off Elizabeth Street – which was once
an icon of Melbourne’s early years -

- Myer on Bourke Street Mall
yields a yearly profit of around
$300 million.

reflects the beauty of the old Victorian
architecture while it’s transformation
inside has seen it adopt a modern vibe.

- Over 150 000 people travel
through Bourke Street Mall on
a daily basis.

Swedish retailing giant
H&M adds an international scene to
‘The Mall’, opening its doors inside

- More than 150 000 shoppers
and commuters pass through
Bourke Street’s Mall each day.

the famous GPO building while the
business district over Swanston Streets
provides a cutting and dynamic edge

Picture: GPO building - flkr.com

Melbourne’s Royal Arcade – a

Whether they be working,

With hundreds and thousands

heritage listed building - occupies a large

studying or on holiday, our

pouring through ‘The Mall’ each day,

space between Bourke and Collins Street. A

international customers by far

Bourke Street has cemented itself as

significant structure of the Victorian era, the

outweigh or local ones,” Littleton said.

one of Melbourne’s greatest icons.

Royal Arcade features a high glass domed

“It’s great to meet so many

roof, equipped with a traditional chimed

people from abroad and there’s

clock that rings on the hour.

nothing better than hearing the

Apart from the city’s locals utilizing

Pictures: Bourke Street 1920s (top) - melbournedaily,
Royal Aracade (middle) - thatsmelbourne, Bourke Street
1961 (below) - walkingmelbourne

thoughts of some of Melbourne’s

Bourke Street, internationals flock to the

newest arrivals.” “These are the type

laneway to soak in the unique Melbourne

of people that are synonymous with

lifestyle. Optus employee Bella Littleton,

Melbourne’s multicultural lifestyle and

who works on the corner of Bourke and

seeing all these internationals flock to

Elizabeth Streets, paid homage to the

Bourke Street is wonderful. It’s truly

overwhelming amount of internationals.

remarkable.”
Bourke Street and its mall,

“We get an influx of overseas
tourists every day. Whether they be

despite undergoing a “modernisation”

working, studying or on holiday, our

have maintained its traditional

international customers by far outweigh or

elegance dating back to the Victorian

local ones,” Littleton said.

era
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Aunt sues 12-year-old nephew
over hug that broke her wrist

J

ennifer Connell, a Manhattan human
resources manager, says that her
nephew acted unreasonably when
he leaped towards her to greet her at his
eighth birthday party.

“I was at a party recently, and it was
difficult to hold my hors d’oeuvre plate,”
Connell reportedly said.
“We do not take great pleasure in
bringing a minor to court,” the aunt’s lawyer,
William Beckert, said, according to the Daily
News. “She is not here enjoying a moment
of this.”
Beckert also added that the nephew, who
was eight at the time of the hug, “should
have known better”.

Connell sought after $127,000 damages from the boy, whose mother passed
away last year. According to the New York
Daily News, the Jury took just 25-minutes
to reach a decision to award Connell zero
damages.
The 12-year-old boy was alleged
to have given his aunty an enthusiastic
greeting which caused her to fall and break
her wrist. He had been riding his first twowheeled bike around his home at the time
and dropped it once Connell arrived.
“I remember him shouting, ‘Auntie Jen, I
love you!’ and there he was flying at me,”
Connell reportedly testified.

“We have rules for children, he was
not careful. He was unsafe.”
Upon leaving the courthouse, Connell requested a police escort to her car.
Picture: Jenniffer Connell - The Daily Mail

Connell didn’t complain at the time,
although said her life had been “very difficult” since her injury because of “how
crowded it is in Manhattan”.

Daniel Craig: I’d rather ‘slash my wrists’
than do another James Bond movie

A

fter speculation as to who could play
the next James Bond, the current
007 agent Daniel Craig has almost
literally cut himself out of the equation.
“I’d rather break this glass and slash
my wrists,” Craig said on the subject of him
reprising his role as James Bond. “No, not at
the moment. Not at all. That’s fine. I’m over it
at the moment. We’re done. All I want to do is
move on.”
Craig was asked who he would like
to see step into his shoes as the new James
Bond, and he stayed true to his previous
stern remarks.

After his comments towards the
60-year-old franchise, executives at Sony
reportedly told the actor to “shut up” and stop
attacking the Bond role.
Bond insiders claim that Craig’s outburst was
due to a tough filming process for the latest
007 instalment.
“They had problems initially with
the script, Craig was injured on the set and
needed knee surgery and they were still doing
reshoots last month, even though the movie
is out in weeks. It was a very difficult shoot to
say the least.”

“Look, I don’t give a f--k. Good luck to them!
All I care about is that if I stop doing these
things we’ve left it in a good place and
people pick it up and make it better. Make it
better, that’s all.”
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Although he did have some sound
advice for his eventual successor.
“Don’t be shit. You’ve got to step up. People
do not make movies like this anymore. This is
really rare now. So don’t be shit.”
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Delusional employee continually
letting co-workers know he’ll
be ‘out of here in a year, tops’
Josh Kruse

A

T

“Spending eight hours a day in this artificial store
with people I don’t believe to be on the same
intellectual level as myself really eats at me, especially since I used to work at a law firm.”
Halfpenny describes himself as highly sophisticated and jovial yet doesn’t understand why he has
a fractured relationship with his co-workers. The
27-year-old admits that his gregarious personality
may intimidate other employees.
“Since I’ve done a lot at my current age, maybe
the other guys think I’m too much of a big shot to
hang out with. Sure I’ve worked on cases where
I’ve helped win $50,000 from a small business, I
mean, that’s like a down payment on a house, but
I don’t think enjoying success in the past makes
me unapproachable.”
Speaking to other K-Mart employees, we developed a further understanding behind Halfpenny’s
colourful façade.
“He never shuts up about the future. He’s been
here for 14 months now, but he keeps referring
to it as a ‘transitional period’. He could have been
a manager by now if he didn’t tell everyone how
much this place is beneath him,” irritated co-worker Liam Wilson said.
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Josh Kruse

ssociates rejoice as bank worker Betty Flanagan was able to sign a customer application form and date it without mentioning
how quick the year has gone.

alking to reporters on Tuesday, K-Mart
customer service associate Marcus Halfpenny has hinted at an early exit from the
company, citing a brighter future as the primary reason.
“I need space to find myself” repeats parrot man
Halfpenny.

Local woman manages to mention date
without gasping at how time flies

“Don’t even get me started on his Instagram account,” Wilson continued. “All he does is post 12
pictures a day documenting his remarkable life,
which really just consist of any alternative foods
he eats or alternative clothes he wears. And to top
it off, every post is accompanied with the hashtag
‘blessed’”.
Halfpenny graduated from Monash University in
2009 and has returned part-time to studying business management, with plans to one day run his
own business in order to avoid working for others.
However, Halfpenny still has quite a few months to
consider calling time on his retail career as well as
sorting out his big future plans.

“Oh we’re in September already! Gee how quick
does it go?” Was the comment employees at National Australia Bank were so accustomed to hearing. Although, on 18 September 2015, Mrs Flanagan
filled out her section of the form and continued on
with her work.

Words with Friends.
“I didn’t really realise that I was signing a document
when someone was close to me, but now that you
mention it, this year has gone quite fast, hasn’t it?”

“I was gobsmacked, really, it was as if she hadn’t of
said thank-you when receiving her afternoon cup of
tea,” co-worker Ryan O’Sullivan said.
When asked why she failed to mention anything
about the date, she said that she was in the middle
of writing an email while playing a friend online in
Pictures: Buzzfeed (left), Gag Daily (right)

“I’ll travel, I’m just not sure where yet. Maybe I’ll
ride a motorbike through Vietnam” he explains,
neglecting to note he’s never ridden a motorbike
before.

“He never shuts up
about the future, he’s
been here for 14 months
now.”
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Area man convinced he can turn
off Law & Order after first three
minutes
Josh Kruse

J

onathon Hazelwood, 24, has told reporters that he won’t fall back into old habits of
forming into a couch potato once the popular crime show begins.

Hazelwood turned into a recluse once the much
anticipated 16th season of Law & Order was released on Blu-ray, as he binged watched the entire
season of 23 episodes in one weekend.

“I’ve really turned myself around,” Hazelwood
beams.

Sources close to the 24-year-old say he returned
to watching re-runs of the crime program once he
finished with season 16, and wasn’t heard from by
friends for over a fortnight.

“You know, most people get suckered in to watching the entire episode once the murder at the start
of the show happens. But not me, not anymore.”

“Once you get into an episode or two, the obsession begins and snowballs out of control. Some
people have alcohol or drugs, I have SVU.”

“It helps that I’ve also become a master at studying
the series, and I’ll usually know who did it before
the title credits. It’s always the third lead they follow up, like a mechanic or some shit. Or the person
you recognise from another show, they did it.”

“I much prefer SVU over the regular Law & Order,
there’s just something about Olivia Benson that’s
so genuine, like she’s done this kinda thing before.”

Picture: Huffington Post
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What’s On
Lifehouse - Forum Theatre Oct
15

1980’s Movie Review
TOP GUN (1986)

T

his week we’re reviewing the 1986 classic film Top
Gun. This Tony Scott masterpiece was so good that

I thought it was ironic when a character named Goose

it was nominated for the Japanese academy of film

died from a neck injury too. Maybe if he was called ‘Remember

best foreign language feature in 1988. Just let that

To Wait for the Roof to Go Away When you Eject’ he’d still be

sink in... nominated... Japanese Academy... best foreign

alive. Why was Goose even there? In the American jets they had

language feature in 1988... two years after it’s release.

a guy who was sitting in the back, facing the front looking for

I can only imagine that after seeing this film, Japan

planes behind him.

just sat there in stunned silence for two years until one brave

Why wasn’t he facing backwards? Why didn’t the

man broke the silence with a standing slow clap that the entire

Soviets need one of these guys? Why didn’t they just get

country eventually joined in on. “They better nominate that for

Russel Brand - Rod Laver
Arena Oct 17

80s film review
Melbourne Derby

rearview mirrors? So Gooses’ job was just to be human rearview

best foreign language feature,” someone whispered and then

mirror? What was the selection criteria for that? “Hey, can

the rest was history. Tom Cruise’s character Maverick and his

you see aeroplanes..?” “Yes...” “You’ve got the job. Now face

best mate and backing vocalist Goose are chosen to fly in the

the wrong way and tell us when one comes.” Anyway, Cruise

Top Gun program where pilots compete to be the best-of-the-

moves on pretty quickly from the death of his best friend and

best.

graduates.
There was also probably the most unnecessarily game

- Etihad

Stadium Oct 17

Without any downtime to the plot at all, he then has

of oily beach volleyball. I’ve heard of shirts versus skins but

to go and fight against some Soviets. Cruise went on to become

apparently in Tony Scott’s navy it’s skins versus skins in slow-mo.

a star, Meg Ryan went on to faking an orgasm at a cafe and

Did I like it? Well as they used to say in the American military,

Val Kilmer went on to have another 25 chances at acting until

“don’t ask, don’t tell.” For some reason about a third of this film

people realised he sucked harder then a man trying to eat a

seems to take place at dusk while the song ‘Take My Breath

Megadeath - Festival Hall Oct

potato through a straw. Top Gun is a classic, Project Lemon gives

Away’ rings over the top. I think it gets played 26 times during

it three lemons out of five.

the film but interestingly enough not when Goose was killed.
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FERRIS BUELLER’S DAY OFF (1986)

Robbie Williams - Rod Laver
Arena Oct 22

F

			

erris Bueller’s Day Off is cult classic from in 1986.
It’s the story of a kid who wagged school with this

dity dancing’s Jennifer Grey ,who in 1986 was really. I googled

best mate and hot girlfriend to have the ultimate

some recent images of Grey who now looks like someone who

adventure on the streets of Chicago. Matthew

tried to make a toy cat out of a leather shoe…shame.

Broderick plays Ferris in his only role that isn’t annoying.

Flight Facilities
- Sidney Myer Music
Bowl Oct 17

Charlie Sheen plays a druggie in a jail house and it’s

Mia Sara plays hot girlfriend Slone and best friend

seriously like looking into a crystal ball of the future, minus the

Cameron is depicted by Alan Ruck, whose career actually

sergury he got to make him look like a hawaiian sunset. In the

decided to ‘ruck’ right off after this film, possibly because he is

end, they return Cameron’s dad’s Ferrari and then accidently

the wingiest mate of all time. Cameron shows Ferris his dad’s

drive it through a winder into the forrest, as you do. You can see

iconic Ferrari, which teh trio steal an commence the adventure

now why Cameron’s dad hates Cameron – Cameron is a f*cking

of their lives.

In

David Bowie Is ACMI exhibition until
November.

Entertainment
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There’s a couple of interesting

cameos on the film. Ferris’ sister is played by none other than

idiot.

They dine at a fancy restaurant, sing at the city parade

Ferris does a mad dash to some pretty cool music and

and attand a baseball match all while miraculously avoiding

in the end never gets caught and everyone in the country loves

their school staff. It’s amazing what Ferris is able to achieve

him. We give Ferris Bueller’s day off four lemons our of five.

wagging just one day. When I was at highschool and I wagged, I
spent the whole day in bed…”studying” as hard as I could.

Pictures: Tom Cruise
in Top Gun (left) Gizmodo,
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off
(right) - The Wrap
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Horrorscopes

Our “anonymous expert” gives you a
call 1800 999 555 if you dare, or visit
ARIES March 21 - April 20

Plans for the future are put on hold yet again
today as you struggle to deal with your hopelessness. It’s likely you’ll also be tempted to buy
another cat today. Best if you don’t. 29 is enough,
don’t you think? Call 1800 999 555.

TAURUS April 21 - May 21

Unfortunately there’s not much romance forecast
in your near future. In fact love is due to be in
your zone in about 14 years. Until then you can
call 1800 999 555 and speak to our Love Guru to
get you through your days.

GEMINI May 22 - June 22

There wasn’t much info coming through your star
zones today due to all of the fog in the air. Call
1800 999 555 after 3pm (when it is expected to
clear) to hear how your stars are aligning today.

CANCER June 23 - July 23

I’ve got some terrible news for the full moon today. But unless you call 1800 999 555 you’ll never
know how doomed the day will be until it’s too
late. Stay away from any windows. Call 1800 999
555.

LEO July 24 - August 23

Who is in charge of the cosmos? What are their
priorities? Certainly not you I’m afraid. The future
looks bleak. It’s not worth you leaving the house
today. You could die outside. But then again you
could die inside too. Everyone’s time comes to an
end eventually, so I wouldn’t be too concerned.
Call 1800 999 555.
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pessimistic outlook on your month ahead. For a more detailed description
ProjectLemon.com.au/horrorscopes

VIRGO August 24 - September 23

If I am the fortune teller and you are the client,
may I make a suggestion? Have you ever tried
going to the gym? That’s a stupid question, we all
know the answer to that. It’s definitely worth you
signing up today. Call 1800 999 555 if you need
to chat.

LIBRA September 24 - October 23

Are you barking up the wrong tree? Because
it may certainly seem that way. Don’t bother
checking your horoscope for another four weeks.
Brace yourself for the Great Depression. Unusual
powers and and influences continue to drag you
down. Call 1800 999 555.

CAPRICORN December 22
- January 20

“Capricorns,” it is sometimes
said, “are a little full of themselves and portray themselves
to be more important than what they actually
are.” You set your sights too high; it’s time to lower
them in order to find true love. Be aware that
marrying your own pets is not allowed in most
countries. Call 1800 999 555.

AQUARIUS January 21 - February 19

When superheroes rush to the rescue, they don’t
hold committee meetings first. When firefighters
arrive at a burning building they don’t postpone
the moment. When the moment calls for action,
the moment belongs to the person who is willing
and ready to take it. Will you be ready this time?
Let’s hope so. Call 1800 999 555.

SCORPIO October 24 - November 22

Scorpios, so the great experts in astrology like to
tell us, tend to be drunks. Now why would mere
mortals like you and me want to argue with that
assertion? It must be true. And we should not try
to play it down as we begin to feel guilty. You’re
no exception and you know it. Ease up buddy.
Call 1800 999 555.

PISCES February 20 - March 20

SAGITTARIUS November 23 - December
21

Back in the days when knitting was a popular
pastime, we were all aware that some fabrics had
the potential to unravel. Well imagine you’re that
fabric and your life is unravelling at a rapid pace.
Stop checking your horoscopes hoping someone
will magically start loving you. Call 1800999555
if you need more advice but try and keep the
tears to a minimum this time.
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You know that old phrase, “don’t shoot the messenger?” Well that applies to you; don’t shoot your
ex girlfriend/boyfriend. I wish I could give you
some good news but please mate, he/she doesn’t
love you. Move on. Unfortunately I cannot see
cupid in your zone anytime soon. Focus on your
career. Call 1800 999 555.

